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BOARD’S WELCOME
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We welcome you to the second
Annual Report of activities in

2004 with the new Board building
on the successes of their
predecessors.

It has been the busiest and most
successful year since the EPDA
was formed in 1992. Its profile
has increased tremendously due
to many factors including the
newly designed website, new
publications and the
partnership with the
pharmaceutical industry.
Together, we have produced
educational materials all of which
have resulted in a tremendous
increase in enquiries, emails and
requests for information and help
from around the world.

In January the EPDA received
the news that Professor Arvid
Carlsson, Nobel Laureate, had
accepted the EPDA's invitation to
become a Patron, thanks to the very
kind assistance of Susanna Lindvall,
Vice President of Swedish
Parkinson's Association. Dr. Arvid
Carlsson, Emeritus Professor of
Pharmacology at the University of
Göteborg, Sweden, received the
Nobel Prize for Medicine for his work
on neurotransmitters and for his
discovery of how dopamine and
other transmitters exert their effect
on the nervous system.

Early May saw the culmination of
two years hard work with the
successful fifth Multidisciplinary
Conference held in Lisbon, Portugal
attended by delegates from around
the world. For the first time a
comprehensive conference report
was commissioned and is available
via our website. The annual General
Assembly followed with the delegates
taking an active part in the
development of a Physiotherapy Fact
Sheet being prepared by Mariella
Graziano, Physiotherapist and EPDA
Secretary. This is an ongoing project
that will take the form of a video and
information sheet being freely
available via the website.

In mid-September the Younger
People with Parkinson's Disease
Quality of Life Survey commenced
with 21 organisations agreeing to
take part and translating the
questionnaire into their native
languages and circulating to their
membership. We would really like to
thank all those organisations who
agreed to work in partnership with

the EPDA at all stages of the design,
implementation and conduct of the
study. The findings of the study will
be launched at the Euroyapmeet
Conference in Dublin, Ireland in
October 2005.

In November, the EPDA was
delighted and honoured to be
approached with a request that
their logo, the red tulip, be used
as the world-wide symbol for

Parkinson's and for this symbol
to be developed and launched

at the World Parkinson's Disease
Day conference on 11 April 2005
in Luxembourg and organised by
the Working Group on
Parkinson's Disease.

Two organisations became EPDA
members in December Croatia
and Hungary and we welcome
them to the 'family' that is the
EPDA. We look forward to

working with them closely in 2005.

This welcome is a brief overview of
the many activities that have taken
place throughout 2004; you will be
able to read about these in more
detail throughout the coming pages.
It has been a year of hard work and
continuing change that the Board
has met with enthusiasm and
commitment. We all know though
that there is still a great deal to do to
improve the quality of life of people
with Parkinson's and their families.
By the Board and membership
working together in harmony,
demonstrated so ably throughout
the past year, we know that we will
make a difference . The Board
thanks the membership for your
continued support and interest in all
that we are trying to achieve; long
may it continue.

We really would like to thank
Stephen Pickard, our legal advisor
for his advice and wisdom; we have
come to rely very much on the help
that he gives so freely, despite
having such a very busy schedule,
Chiu Man, Webmaster for his
creativity and enthusiasm, who has
provided an excellent information
resource by just a 'click of a button',
Dominic Graham for his creativity,
design and journalistic skills who
brought the EPDA and its
publications to life in 2004 and
finally Lizzie Graham who has
worked with the EPDA since it was
formed and continues to support us
all, the Board and the membership
in general.

' '

█

www.epda.eu.com



With the continued
appointment of Lizzie

Graham and the accessibility of
ICT, it has only been necessary for
the Board to hold two full meetings
in February and November, held in
Brussels at weekends when travel
and accommodation is less
expensive.

We continue to try to provide
valuable, validated information that
will help improve the lives of people
living with Parkinson's and their
families throughout Europe.

Financing the organisation of the
EPDA i.e. the Board meetings, the
annual General Assembly, the
website and the appointment of an
Auditor and the Liaison/Project
Manager continues to be a major
priority. Without the active
support and participation of the
pharmaceutical industry, this
would not be possible.

With the development of the
Collaborative proposal* and
Guidelines in 2003, 2004 has seen
an increase in their support, for
which we are ever grateful. We
sincerely hope that this support
will continue to grow in 2005.

*

Overview of activities

Collaborative Partnership

█

[ ]www.epda.eu.com/sponsors.shtm
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EPDA in 2004: the Board's executive
summaryEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The EPDA said
farewell to two

people in 2004.
Gila Bronner,
Sexual Therapist,
elected to the
Board in
November 2003 in
Paris regrettably

had to resign in early February
due to a career change that
meant that she would be unable
to dedicate as much of her time
as she would have wished to the
development of the EPDA. She
has however continued to be
supportive and is always
available in the background to
advise and to participate in our
conferences. We are very
appreciative of her continued
involvement. Long may it
continue.

Farewell and bon voyage but not goodbye

Our second
farewell was to

Dominic Graham,
designer and
journalist who
brought the EPDA
to life by designing
and developing the

Newsletter, Annual Report,
Conference Report and the EPNN
Journal. These attractive
publications have been used as
a marketing tool to promote not
only the work programme of the
EPDA but at the same time
enhance the public image of the
organisation itself. In October,
Dom put on a back-pack and set
off on his own journey to China,
South East Asia, Australia and
New Zealand. He will be sorely
missed but Chiu Man, our
webmaster has kindly agreed to
step in until he returns.█
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Project and Conference support

Partner

Partner

The EPDA would like to thank the following people and companies for their
support of our work programme throughout 2004; without them it would

not be possible to continue developing our many projects and publications.

Cardinal Christoph Schönborn, Archbishop of Vienna

John Bowis, OBE, Member of the European Parliament

Professor Arvid Carlsson, Nobel Laureate

David Jones, CBE, Chairman, Next plc

John Walker, Executive Director, Ford Motor Company

� M J Read & Co

Sincere thanks to the following companies who have helped in so many ways
in 2004 by providing funding for the preparation and development of
resources including Medication Information Sheets, Patient Information
Leaflets, Flexicards etc., and for projects and conferences. We look forward to
their continued support throughout 2005.

Patrons:

Auditor:

Pharmaceutical Industry:

�
�
�
�
�
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Networking is a vital component for the EPDA if we are to fulfil our aim of
‘making a difference’ by improving quality of life and

the mission of the EPDA. Networking can take
many forms and be at different levels. Throughout 2004 the EPDA has
continued to strengthen its networking relationships with existing and newly
formed organisations, all with the same aim of improving quality of life and
research. By working in partnership with such organisations, the EPDA can
continue to drive best practice and heighten the profile of Parkinson's across
Europe.

developing a dialogue
between science and society

█

Working Group on Parkinson's Disease, formed by the
World Health Organisation in May 1997 to develop
guidelines for the WHO-led international efforts to control
PD. Their aim and objective has been to develop a Global
PD Alliance, to utilize the expertise of the membership,
working in partnership with lay organisations within the
WHO regions, and ultimately transfer the 'Charter for
people with PD' into a Global Declaration.

The European Brain Council (EBC)

.

The European Federation of Neurological Associations
(EFNA) ‘ ’

The European Parkinson's Nurses Network (EPNN)

European Occupational Therapists
Network (EOTNPd)

The Association of Physiotherapists in Parkinson's
Disease Europe (APPDE)

whose members
include pan-European bodies representing neurologists
and psychiatrists, as well as patient federations in those
respective fields, neurosurgeons, basic neuroscientists,
and relevant areas of industry and commerce

motto is combining the
strength and experience each of their member
organisations. EFNA draws together all that experience to
unite in a common cause, providing the international
medical community, politicians and other decision-makers
with an active partner and source of authoritative
information across a broad, but extremely important and
distinctive area of medicine - brain disorders.

an
organisation launched in May at the EPDA 5th
multidisciplinary conference to enable individual PD
nurses, representatives of education and healthcare
institutions and of relevant organisations to discuss, share
and develop ideas about Parkinson's treatment and
management.

In Lisbon the
was also formed with the aim of

developing closer communication and enhancing co-
operation with extra pyramidal centres throughout
Europe, to exchange information and expertise in the
management of Parkinson's disease.

who enable educational
initiatives to be developed and supported and raise the
profile of the contribution of physiotherapy to
multidisciplinary team management of PD.

Partnership for Progress

[www.epda.eu.com/globalDeclaration.shtm]

[www.europeanbraincouncil.org]

[www.efna.net]

[www.epda.eu.com/epnn.shtm]

[www.epda.eu.com/eotn.shtm]

[www.appde.unn.ac.uk]

NETWORKING The need for networking and
international development
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EPDA PROJECTS

Given the problems faced by PD
patients, community

pharmacists are ideally placed to
provide local, expert assistance. The
project has trained up 5-6
Community pharmacists within each
of three participating PCTs. These
pharmacists are then offering
regular, structured consultations
with PD patients and/or their carers
over a 6 month period in which they
will:

Elicit and document patient views
and experiences of their medicines
Identify and address patient
issues & concerns regarding their
medicines and condition
Provide support & counselling on:

Interactions

Dietary advice

Practical aids to medicine taking

Optimal dosage timing

Offer written information if
appropriate
Recommend other useful sources
of information & help (e.g. patient
groups)
Refer patients to GP where
appropriate (if unable to address
problems in Pharmacy)
Provide feedback to GP/specialist,
including recommendation for
prescription changes, and follow
up
Home visits will be offered if
required.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

How their medicines work

Side effects

PROJECTS

UK Community Pharmacy Medicines Support Pilot in PD

Outlines of the main developments the EPDA has been working on in 2004.

In 2003 we reported that Medicines
Partnership, a UK Department of Health

initiative, was planning to develop, with joint
funding provided by Medicines Partnership and
Pfizer, a project to evaluate the effectiveness of
an extended medicines support service to be
provided to patients with PD by specially trained
community pharmacists. This project was
initiated by the EPDA who have found that
people with Parkinson's disease (PD) face many
problems in relation to their medicines, and
could benefit greatly from the support of a
community pharmacist with a special expertise
in this area. Three PCTs in England were
selected, out of a total of 41 who applied, and
they are St Helen's, Brighton and Hove City and
Coventry.

What is the pilot project doing?

The Pharmacists are disseminating information produced by the EPDA i.e.
Patient Information Leaflets, Flexicards etc. A detailed patient recruitment
strategy has been developed for each participating PCT, and patient
recruitment began in December 2004.

Further details are available at www.medicines-partnership.org/projects█



PD Med: A Phase III Parkinson's Disease Trial

INFOpark

EPDA PROJECTS
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This 3.25 year study, funded
by the European

Commission was a partnership
between the EPDA and Estonia,
Finland, Germany, Greece,
Portugal, Spain and the UK
involving 231 people with PD
over 65 years of age, 224 Carers
and 291 health care
professionals in working in 58
focus groups e.g. medical
doctors, nurses, psychologists,
therapists (Physios, OT's and
Speech), pharmacists, social
workers and voluntary
organisation staff.

Sources of information included
face to face interviews, written,
audiovisual and PD Society
support groups and identified
that successful information
giving is as a result of this being
given individually, step-by-step
according to disease severity,
repeatedly, different information
for patient and carers,
emotional support and team
management.

Barriers in information giving
included: lack of
communication skills lack of
professionals time ; lack of
interest of patients/carers lack
of general practitioners
knowledge; lack of patients
readiness to participate in
decision making poor
communication between
professionals.

The Study, finalised in March,
has produced excellent
information for people with
Parkinson's, carers and
professionals in English,
German, Spanish, Portuguese,
Estonian, Greek and Finnish
and can be accessed and
downloaded by visiting
www.infopark.uwcm.ac.uk █

PD Med is a large,
simple, "real-life"

trial that aims to
determine much
more reliably which
class of drugs
provides the most

effective control, with
the fewest side-effects,

for both early and later
PD. Patients with early PD are
randomised between DA,
MAOBI and LD alone, with the
option to omit either the MAOBI
or LD alone arm. Those with
later PD are randomised
between COMTI, DA and
MAOBI, with the option to omit
either the DA or the MAOBI
arm. The main outcome
measure is patient-rated quality
of life, using the PDQ-39 scale,
which assesses all aspects of
the patient's life, and is
sensitive to changes considered
important to patients but not
identified, by clinical ratings.

This study was initiated by the
EPDA, and is supported by the
Parkinson's Disease Society and
the Parkinson's Disease
Association and funded by a
grant from the NHS Health
Technology Assessment
Programme. PD MED has now
recruited 750 patients and
should soon overtake the
previous largest drug trial,
DATATOP, which recruited 800
patients. It is hoped that if all
centres make a big effort, this
target could be reached in early
2005. Of the 750 patients, 570
were entered into the early
disease randomisation and 180
into the later disease
randomisation.

Further details are available at

█

www.pdmed.bham.ac.uk



EPDA PROJECTS
Young People with Parkinson's disease
A European Participation in Life Survey
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In the middle of this 'normal'
life the doctor says “You
have Parkinson's disease”.
This is the turning point;
there is a before and an after,
and nothing in your life is
ever the same again.

As reported in 2003, the aim of
this survey is to explore the

quality of life, psychological
adjustment, and service use of people
with early-onset PD (diagnosis before
50 years) in the European PD
organisations.

As Svend Andersen, YPWPD Board
member states “People diagnosed
under the age of 50 have a long life in
front of them living with a chronic
disease. These people are living
normal family lives, with partners,
children and work, but all this is
threatened when they are diagnosed
with a chronic illness such as
Parkinson's. In the middle of this
'normal' life the doctor says: “You

have Parkinson's disease”. This is
the turning point; there is a before
and an after, and nothing in your life
is ever the same again. Experience
has shown that good information,
emotional support and advice on how
to handle the changing life situation,
enables people with Parkinson's to
participate in and improve their
quality of life”.

20 organisations from Belgium,
Czech Republic, Demark, Estonia,
France, Iceland, Ireland, Israel,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, Ukraine and the UK agreed
to participate by translating the
questionnaire into their native
languages and circulating these to
their members for completion. All
questionnaires were distributed in
September with the deadline for
return to the EPDA being the 15
December.

The data collected will be published
and presented at the Euroyapp&rs
conference being held in Dublin,
Ireland in October 2005.█

Funding for the vital
after the costs double

Focus

The EPDA has continued to seek funding
for the organisations dedicated magazine

the after the costs of production
doubled in the last year.

Focus

█



Our General Assembly followed the Lisbon conference and again it was very
successful followed by the pleasurable and traditional dinner

and dance and the much loved tombola. Old friendships were renewed and
new ones forged, with many important issues being discussed and agreed
including amendments to the Constitution in accordance with Article 7e of the
Articles of Association.

The text of the final paragraph of Article 6 of the Articles was replaced,
effective immediately, with the following text:

“There is no admission fee. If a member fails, after one year from having
been served a written demand, to meet its financial obligations towards the
Association, the Board (as defined in Article 12) shall determine how to
proceed and may determine that the member in default shall lose its voting
rights until such time as its financial obligations have been met or the
Board may propose to the General Assembly that the member in defaults'
membership of the Association be revoked.

Article 7 is amended by the addition of a sub-paragraph (h) as follows: “(h)
approve a proposal by the Board that the membership of a specified
member be revoked pursuant to Article 5”

An increase in the annual Membership Fees of 15% was supported and the
Board during 2005 will prepare, with the kind help of Kurt Meier of the Swiss
PD Association, a new membership fee proposal for discussion at the 2005
General Assembly. Position Papers (the EPDA's standpoints on important
issues) such as Clinical Trials, Stem Cell Research and Alternative and
Additional Therapies were discussed and placed on the website in September

see

. This was

www.epda.eu.com/standPoint.shtm█

The General Assembly - friends meet up again

1

2

This, the 5th
EPDA

multidisciplinary
conference held
in May, received
CME approval

by the European
Federation of Neurological

Societies upheld the EPDA Mission
Statement

and
to promote international
understanding of Parkinson's. The
programme was developed to allow
debate and encourage the
participation of those involved in the
management of what is a most
difficult and challenging illness.

Delegates included health and social
care professionals as well as people

with Parkinson's and their carers
from around the world. The three-
day conference programme included
plenary sessions, dedicated satellites
for PD Nurses, Physiotherapists,
Occupational Therapists, Workshops,
Meet the Expert forums, and a much
needed session on Deep Brain
Stimulation. Some of the highlights
was the dance 'I'm Off' performed by
Melanie Maar, whose father Herbert
has had PD for many years, the
launch in Europe of the Global
Parkinson's Disease Declaration
' ', following on
from its highly successful launch in
Mumbai in December 2003 and
'SHAKEN BUT NOT STIRRED by Tom
Isaacs, who gave an honest,
passionate and humorous
presentation about life with PD.

‘to develop a dialogue
between science and society’

Moving and Shaping

█

Other EPDA activities in 2004
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

Working in Harmony in Lisbon



OTHER ACTIVITIES
A copy of the Global Declaration on Parkinson's
Disease 'Moving and Shaping' was forwarded to all
the member organisations with the hope that all
will include this very important document in your
World PD Day events and other important
organisation's occasions such as anniversary
celebrations. Dedicated WebPages have been
developed for:

Global Declaration

World PD Day

so that we can chronicle the journey of not only
the Charter for People with Parkinson's but also
the Declaration. A sincere thank you to all those
international organisations who have provided
wonderful pictures and reports on their excellent
celebrations. We look forward to receiving many
more in 2005 and beyond.

�

�

[www.epda.eu.com/globaldeclaration-launches.shtm]

[www.epda.eu.com/worldPDday.shtm]

█
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The Global Declaration: Members urged to
make full use of this

The EPDA
developed its

website in 1998
and since that
time it has been
updated by people .providing
expertise in their free time. But
with the regular use of the Internet
as a source of instant accessible
information, it is necessary that a
website be updated on a regular
basis for it to be an effective
resource. Because of this, the
EPDA appointed its own
consultant, Chiu Man who has
helped the EPDA in the past. He
agreed to update the website on a
regular basis whilst at the same
develop a new user-friendly site,
which would be visually attractive,
easy to navigate and accessible.

As a result, the website has
become one of the EPDA's major

resources and because we
recognise the importance of
organisational transparency, the
history of the EPDA is fully
available, how it was formed and
who is involved.

We are keen to make available
validated information and
resources, and to encourage close
links with the many global
organisations working in the world
of PD. There is a wealth of
information for you all to access
and to promote to your members
that will improve participation in
life so please visit
www.epda.eu.com █

EPDA's website gets big boost with a new Man



What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get them?

Focus is a way of sharing best practice and tips
on how to manage Parkinson's and improve
quality of life. We continue to see funding.

Quarterly

Via website

This journal is a vehicle for networking with
international PDNS individuals and groups to
exchange and promote higher standards of care

Three times a year

Via website

or contact Lizzie Graham

A vehicle to share the work of the EPDA and for
this information to be shared with your
membership.

Twice a year

Via website

A resource, the size of a credit card that states “I
have Parkinson's disease. Please allow me time.
In case of an emergency contact…..” in fifteen
languages. These cards are available fee of
charge

Always available

Via website

or contact Lizzie Graham

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

12 EPDA Annual Report

EPDA PUBLICATIONS

EPNN Journal

EPDA Newsletter

EPDA Focus

Flexicard

EPDA PUBLICATIONS
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EPDA PUBLICATIONS
What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get them?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

What is it?

How frequent?

How do I get it?

These leaflets have been published and produced
with the help of people with Parkinson;s from
throughout Europe and have been translated in
to various languages e.g. Italian, French to name
but a few

Always available

Via website

or contact Lizzie Graham

A report of the annual activities of the EPDA
including project update, developments and
financial report

Always available

Via website

A comprehensive report of the EPDA's 5th
multidisciplinary conference held in Lisbon,
Portugal in May 2004 report

Always available

Via website

A guide to managing the media, reactive public
reactions, dealing with difficult issues and
handling interviews and launching a media
campaign

Always available

Via website

A guide to help people who wish to set-up a
Parkinson's organisation

Always available

Via website

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

www.epda.eu.com

Conference Report

Media Guide

Annual Report

Developing a PD
Society and how to

get results

Patient
Information

Leaflets
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FINANCIAL REPORT EPDA 2004 FINANCIAL REPORT

CONSOLIDATED INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2004

EPDA PDI TOTAL EPDA PDI TOTAL

£ £ £ £ £ £

Income:

Members fees 10,036 - 10,036 10,285 - 10,285

Contributions 132,218 - 132,218 58,462 - 58,462

5thMulti-disciplinary conference 93,658 - 93,658 - - -

WorkingGroupdonations - - - 46,408 - 46,408

EPNNdonations 38,915 - 38,915 6,750 - 6,750

Advertising revenue - - - - 11,100 11,100

274,827 - 274,827 121,905 11,100 133,005

Other income:

Gains onforeignexchange - - - 595 - 595

Deposit account interest 1,399 65 1,464 224 39 263

276,226 65 276,291 122,724 11,139 133,863

Expenditure:

Printingpostage andstationery 1,111 345 1,456 765 586 1,351

Euralia - - - - - -

Meetings - AB, GAetc 15,476 - 15,476 11,308 - 11,308

Officers expenses 3,463 - 3,463 3,506 - 3,506

Website 1,705 - 1,705 640 - 640

Magazine costs 3,110 16,830 19,940 - 17,285 17,285

Consultancyandoverheadcosts 37,725 - 37,725 33,600 - 33,600

Travel expenses 1,027 212 1,239 452 120 572

Transfer to PDI Ltd 15,500 (15,500) - 50,800 (50,800) -

WorkingGroupcosts 9,288 - 9,288 20,983 - 20,983

EPNNexpenses 31,730 - 31,730 2,883 - 2,883

Criteria for clinics 1,148 - 1,148 - - -

Euroyapmeet 249 - 249 - - -

Youngpeople withPD 500 - 500 - - -

Conference costs 110,472 - 110,472 - - -

10thAnniversaryConference - - - - (775) (775)

PharmacyThroughEurope costs - - - 5,000 - 5,000

Conference promotion - 3,063 3,063 - 1,970 1,970

Companies House fees - 15 15 - 15 15

Membership fees 33 - 33 301 - 301

Accountancy - 2,000 2,000 - 2,350 2,350

Depreciation - 92 92 - 92 92

Loss onforeignexchange 12 - 12 - - -

Bankcharges and interest 941 61 1,002 265 112 377

233,490 7,118 240,608 130,503 (29,045) 101,458

NETSURPLUS/(DEFICIT) 42,736 (7,053) 35,683 (7,779) 40,184 32,405

2004 2003
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Financial Report
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2004

Basis of audit opinion

Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with United Kingdom Auditing Standards
issued by the Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test
basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and
judgements made by the Administration Board in the preparation of the financial
statements, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the
association's circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and
explanations which we considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient
evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from
material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error. In
forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of
information in the financial statements.

In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the
association's affairs as at 31 December 2004 and of its surplus for the year then
ended and have been properly prepared in accordance with the association’s
constitution.

1 Cobden Road
Sevenoaks
Kent
TN13 3UB

M J Read & Co

EPDA PDI TOTAL EPDA PDI TOTAL

£ £ £ £ £ £

Fixed assets:

Tangible assets 1 - 1 1 92 93

Current assets:

Stocks - - - - - -

Debtors 3,122 4,093 7,215 19,033 1,014 20,047

Cash at bank 107,200 1,874 109,074 98,747 10,610 109,357

110,322 5,967 116,289 117,780 11,624 129,404

Creditors: amounts falling due

within one year

Creditors and accruals 49,099 3,154 52,253 99,293 1,850 101,143

Net assets 61,224 2,813 64,037 18,488 9,866 28,354

Reserves:

Balance brought forward 18,488 9,866 28,354 26,267 (30,318) (4,051)

Surplus/(deficit) for year - - - (7,779) 40,184 32,405

Balance carried forward 18,488 9,866 28,354 18,488 9,866 28,354

2004 2003
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MEMBER

ORGANISATIONS

EPDA MEMBER ORGANISATIONS

Parkinson Selbsthilfe
Österreich

Association Parkinson's Rue
Champs des Louettes

Parkinson Vereniging van de
Vlaamse Gemeenschap

Vlaamse Vereniging
Parkinson (VVP)

Bulgaria Fondazia
Parkinsonism

Hrvatska udruga bolesnika s
poremećajem pokreta
(HUBPP)

Cyprus Parkinson Disease
Association (CPDA)

Czech Parkinson's Disease
Society

Dansk Parkinsonforening
Tartu Parkinson's Disease
Society

Parkinsonfelagi

Suomen Parkinson-Liitto Ry

Federation Franaise des
Groupements de
Parkinsoniens (FFGP)

Parkinsonamtokin a Islandi

Parkinson's Association of
Ireland (PAI)

Israel Parkinson Association

Azione Parkinson LAZIO

Parkinson Italia

Lithuanian Parkinson's
Society

Association Parkinson
Luxembourg (APL)

Parkinson Patiënten
Vereniging

Norges Parkinsonforbund

Kraków Parkinson's Disease
Association

Stołeczne Stowarzyszenie
Osób z Chorobą Parkinsona

Associaç o Portuguesa de
Doentes de Parkinson

The Regional Non-profit
Organisation for the
advancement of
Parkinsonian Patients

Trepetlika - Parkinson's
Disease Society of Slovenia

Federación Española de
Parkinson

Neurologiskt Handikappades
Riksfördund

ParkinsonFörbundet

Parkinson Schweiz
Geschäftsstelle

Parkinson Hastalığı Derneği

The Ukraine Society for
Parkinsonian Disabled

The Parkinson's Disease
Society of the United Kingdom

Serbian Association Against
Parkinson's Disease
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EPDA DETAILSMEDICAL ADVISORY BOARD

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Dr. Dieter Volc, Austria

Dr. Chris Van der Linden, Belgium

Dr. Jean-Emile Vanderheyden, Belgium

Prof. Wenzeslav Bossnev, Bulgaria

Ass. Prof Jan Roth, Czech republic

Dr. Erik Dupont, Denmark

Ass. Prof Pille Taba, Estonia

Prof. Heikki Teravainen, Finland

Prof. Herve Allain, France

Dr. Ferenc Fornadi, Germany

Dr. S. Sveinbjornsdottir, Iceland

Dr. Michael Hutchinson, Ireland

Dr. Nir Giladi, Israel

Prof. Tommaso Caraceni, Italy

Prof. Alberto Albanese, Italy

Dr. Mindaugas Socas, Lithuania

Dr. Bucchler Pit, Luxembourg

Dr. H..W.I M Horstink, Netherlands

Dr. Robert S Holmsen, Norway

Dr. Anna Krygowska-Wajs, Poland

Dr. Jakub Sienkiewicz, Poland

Prof. A Castro Caldas, Portugal

Prof. Natalia V Federova, Russia

Prof. Alla Guekht, Russia

Dr. Zvezdan Pirtosek, Slovenia

Prof. Eduardo Tolosa, Spain

Prof. Olle Lindvall, Sweden

Dr. Bo Johnels, Sweden

Dr. Matthias Sturzenegger, Switzerland

Prof. Sibel Ozekmekci, Turkey

Dr. Irina Karaban, Ukraine

Prof. Leslie Findley, United Kingdom

Prof. Nadia Sternic, Yugoslavia

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Association of Physiotherapists in PD Europe [ APPDE ]

Atlantic Euro Mediterranean Academy of Medical Science[ AEM AMS ]

Division of Movement Disorders of the Russian Society of Neurologists

European Federation of Neurological Association [ EFNA ]

European Federation of Neurological Societies [ EFNS ]

National Tremor Foundation

The Movement Disorder Society [ MDS ]



EPDA DETAILS
The European Parkinson’s Disease Association
A glance at the people behind it and what it is they do...

EPDA Administration Board
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President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Young Onset

Legal Advisor

Secretary General

Webmaster and Systems Analyst

Mary G Baker, MBE

Peter Hoogendoorn

Mariella Graziano

Branko Smid

Svend Andersen

Stephen Pickard

Lizzie Graham

Chiu Keung Man

United Kingdom

Netherlands

Luxembourg

Slovenia

Denmark

Belgium

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

Mary is serving her sixth term in office as President. She is also
President of the European Federation of Neurological
Associations and vice President of the European Brain Council.

Peter became actively involved in the Dutch Patients
Association (PPV) in the early 90's, initially as a member of
the Publicity Working group. In 1998 he was elected a
member of the board and has been Chair of PPV since 2000.

Mariella was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina and emigrated to
Great Britain in the 80's, where she graduated as a
physiotherapist. She is currently the President of the
Association of Physiotherapists in Parkinson's Disease Europe
(APPDE).

Branko was born in Kranj, Slovenija, in 1956. In 1996 he
became President of the Slovenian PD Society. Under his
guidance membership has increased from 30 to over 400
people. Branko has had PD since 1986

Svend, has had Parkinson's disease for 14 years and worked as
a clinical psychologist fulltime from May 1978 until August
1996 and since then he has worked part-time. He has also
written and published, "Health is between your ears" about
living a good life with a chronic disease.

Lizzie has worked with the EPDA since it was formed in June
1992, in a voluntary capacity until November 2001, when she
was appointed on a consultancy basis to manage the
organisation, its projects and conferences. She has two sons

Chiu is an IT consultant with a penchant for creative design
and technology.

Stephen Pickard is an English solicitor working in the
Brussels office of a large Spanish law firm. Stephen's father
Cyril Pickard, himself a Parkinsonian, was treasurer of the
UK Parkinson's Disease Society in the 1980's. His role is
voluntary.



EXTRA INFORMATION
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EPDA Presentations/Meetings in 2004

Meetings and Presentations Attended by

� Best Practice, London, UK

� EPDA Board Meeting, Brussels, Belgium

Mary Baker (MB)
Peter Hoogendoorn
(PH)
Lizzie Graham (LG)
EPDA Board
Members

� World PD Day Media Event, Toronto, Canada MB

� World PDA conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands

� PWP & Carers conference, Dublin, Ireland

PH / MB / LG

� EPDA Conference and General Assembly, Lisbon,
Portugal

EPDA Board
Members
LG

� Working Group on PD, Rome, Italy MB / LG

� International Nurses Conference, Geneva,
Switzerland

MB

� Novartis Lecture, Basle, Switzerland MB

� Clinical Trials Directive, Brussels, Belgium MB

� FENS Conference, Lisbon, Portugal MB

� Cardiology Conference, Munich, Germany MB

� EFNS, Paris, France MB / LG

� Neurology Workshop, Toronto, Canada MB

� Parkinson Foundation, New York, USA MB

� Patients Advocates Summit, Philadelphia, USA MB / Branko Smid

� Launch of S.A.F.E, Brussels, Belgium MB

� FGP 20th Anniversary conference, France MB / LG

� Norwegian PD Association 20th Anniversary, Oslo MB

� International Pharmacy Conference, Barcelona,
Spain

MB


